OTE Group

Better Customer Service Through
Better Customer Visibility
Quick facts

“With the visibility provided by SAP
CRM, we’ve been able to turn individual knowledge into organizational
knowledge. This helps us operate
better as an enterprise rather than a
group of independent dealerships.”
Dileep Somani, Chief Information Officer,
OTE Group

Company
• Name: OTE Group
•	Headquarters: Muscat, Oman
•	Industry: Automotive
• Products and services: Automobile sales
and service
•	Employees: Over 1,500
• Web site: www.otegroup.com
•	SAP implementation partner: Mahindra
Satyam
Challenges and Opportunities
•	Manage customer relationships from end
to end
•	Increase marketing effectiveness
Objectives
•	Improve insight into customer interactions
•	Integrate sales and service with financial
information
• Align marketing with sales
SAP® Solutions and Services
•	SAP® Customer Relationship Management
(SAP CRM) application
•	SAP NetWeaver® Business Warehouse
component
•	SAP Ramp-Up program
•	SAP Enterprise Support services

SAP Customer Success Story
Automotive

Implementation Highlights
•	Leveraged internal skills and familiarity
with existing SAP software to manage
implementation effectively
•	Used implementation partner for functional
guidance and training
•	Used SAP Ramp-Up program to help
ensure success
Why SAP
•	Strongest presales and after-sales
functionality
•	Tight integration with financials
•	Scalability to support future initiatives
Benefits
•	Single source of truth for all customer
interactions
• Complete visibility into customer histories
•	Reduced risk with all customer information
captured centrally
•	Improved efficiency due to elimination of
manual processes
•	Reduced custom-code footprint and
data volume management due to SAP
Enterprise Support
Existing Environment
SAP ERP application

When OTE Group wanted to revamp its core automotive sales and
service processes to support better customer service, it implemented
the SAP® Customer Relationship Management (SAP CRM) application.
Now OTE enjoys complete visibility into customer interactions from
the first point of contact to after-market service.
OTE Group is the sole distributor and
dealer for Hyundai, Chevrolet, Cadillac,
Hummer, Isuzu, and Subaru automobiles
and automotive products in the Sultanate
of Oman. The company also runs other
businesses focusing on electronics and
home appliances, tires, batteries, vehicle
leasing, used car sales, and professional
training.

Focusing on the Customer
At OTE Group, customer interactions
are all important. From initial inquiries
and final sales to maintenance, repairs,
trade-ins, and new sales, the ability to
effectively manage the customer interaction lifecycle can make the difference
between good business performance
and poor.
Traditionally, OTE Group had tracked
and managed these interactions using
spreadsheets and notes compiled by
individual employees. With more than
15 sales and service centers to manage, this approach made it difficult for
group-level managers to review interactions, identify opportunities, and
implement improvements. Instead,
most knowledge remained trapped
with individuals.

To achieve visibility into the entire customer interaction lifecycle, OTE Group
needed a way to centralize the relevant
information. This required the integration of certain aspects of its business.
Financial information captured in the
SAP ERP application, for example,
needed to be integrated more tightly
into sales and service processes.
Using its preexisting customer service
processes, OTE would actually create
two separate documents – one for repair and maintenance information and
another for the corresponding charges.
Combining these two documents required time and energy. OTE wanted
a better approach that would put all
this information in one place.
The company also wanted to gain better
insight into the effectiveness of marketing. While OTE Group regularly ran promotions, it had little visibility into what
worked and what didn’t. One of its
objectives was to better align sales
and marketing to increase business
performance.

Choosing SAP
To help meet these objectives, OTE
Group decided to implement SAP
CRM. The company appreciated the

application’s scalability, world-class
reputation, and the fact that it integrated
with OTE’s existing SAP software for
managing parts inventory, financials,
and human resources. It also liked that
SAP CRM offers such a broad and robust range of functionality. “Choosing
SAP CRM was really a strategic decision for OTE,” says Dileep Somani,
chief information officer at OTE Group.
“It has the scalability to grow as we
grow and the flexibility to apply to a
wide range of scenarios – some of
which we may not have even considered yet.”

Overcoming Culture Resistance
Because of its familiarity with SAP software due to previous implementations,
OTE decided to manage the technical
side of the deployment on its own.
For functional training and assistance,
however, it called on the services of
Mahindra Satyam, which helped business users define requirements and
get up to speed on new processes.
Mahindra Satyam helped OTE manage
change at the people level. Before
implementing SAP CRM, OTE had
managed existing processes with a
combination of paper-based procedures
and customizations to the SAP ERP
application. While this approach was
less than perfect, OTE employees were
used to it.
To overcome cultural resistance, OTE
and Mahindra Satyam developed a
“train the trainer” program where a
key user from each location received

“SAP CRM helps us align our marketing and sales efforts more effectively.
This helps both groups perform better in the interest of the company as
a whole.”

Dileep Somani, Chief Information Officer, OTE Group

extensive classroom instruction on
the new application. “This gave us the
opportunity to win over people on a
one-on-one basis,” Somani explains.
“These people then returned to the
workplace armed with knowledge and
helped others get up to speed. In the
end, this helped ensure a high rate of
adoption and allowed us to be productive
as early as possible.”

In addition to SAP CRM, OTE also
implemented the SAP NetWeaver®
Business Warehouse (SAP NetWeaver
BW) component for reporting and analytics. For both solutions, the implementation took just six months from end to
end.

Ramping Up

Today, SAP CRM helps OTE capture all
customer interactions in a centralized
repository accessible by all authorized
business users regardless of where
they may be. This greatly expands visibility into prospects and opportunities
at the group level. “Now our managers
can tell where we are in the sales process
for all customers – and whether or not

Because it wanted the most up-to-date
version of SAP CRM, OTE decided
to participate in the SAP Ramp-Up program. This gave the company early
adopter status for the new release of
SAP CRM as well as access to backoffice support and other useful services.

Thriving with Enterprise-Wide
Customer Visibility

“With SAP Enterprise Support, we’ve been able to standardize operations and
reduce our custom-code footprint. It has also brought us into closer contact
with SAP, which has helped us strengthen our working relationship.”
Dileep Somani, Chief Information Officer, OTE Group

The company also received a ramp-up
coach as part of the program. This
coach helped OTE navigate the implementation process and facilitated communication with SAP developers to
help resolve issues where they arose.
“We were eager to participate in the
SAP Ramp-Up program,” Somani says.
“The assistance we received from SAP
helped us stay on track and ensure a
successful implementation.”

they’re satisfied,” says Somani. “And
we can do this independent of the
salesperson involved. With the visibility
provided by SAP CRM, we’ve been
able to turn individual knowledge into
organizational knowledge. This helps
us operate better as an enterprise rather
than a group of independent dealerships.”
With SAP NetWeaver BW, OTE also
has greater visibility into what works
and what doesn’t when it comes to

marketing campaigns. Analysis, for
example, can correlate campaign dates
to the time and place of sale. Where
certain promotions seem to attract customers, OTE can reinforce its efforts.
Where these same promotions have
little effect, the company can craft
different offers and measure their
effectiveness over time. “Basically,
SAP CRM helps us align our marketing
and sales efforts more effectively,”
says Somani. “This helps both groups
perform better in the interest of the
company as a whole.”
SAP NetWeaver BW enables analysis
and reporting in other areas as well.
For example, managers at OTE can
now see the information needed to
track profitability, compare cost centers, measure dealer value, track inventory carrying costs, monitor budgets,
and identify where money is being
spent. This dramatically improves
insight into business performance.

Improving Efficiency and
Effectiveness Through Integration
SAP CRM has also helped OTE increase
efficiency. By integrating financials and
parts management with service orders,
for example, the company can now put
all material, labor, and cost information
on a single document. So employees
no longer need to spend time gathering
and consolidating this information from
different systems. This also improves
visibility into the financial standing of
each service center.

www.sap.com /contactsap

At the same time, OTE Group is far
more effective at meeting customer
needs and delivering the best customer
service possible. During the course
of any customer interaction, the OTE
representative has full access to the
customer’s history to make informed
decisions about how best to proceed
in any situation. Thus, the visibility
enabled by SAP CRM not only makes
management easier, it also makes employees on the ground better at their
jobs.
Much of the success that OTE Group
has achieved with SAP software is
facilitated by the company’s access
to SAP Enterprise Support services.
These services provide proactive support that helps OTE continuously improve operations while reducing their
cost. “With SAP Enterprise Support,”
Somani says, “we’ve been able to
standardize operations and reduce
our custom-code footprint. It has also
brought us into closer contact with
SAP, which has helped us strengthen
our working relationship.”

Looking Forward
Today, OTE is working on plans to build
off of its success with SAP CRM and
SAP NetWeaver BW. For example, the
company wants to implement the SAP
Multiresource Scheduling application.
Working in conjunction with SAP CRM,
this will help OTE improve customer
service and increase responsiveness
by flexibly adjusting service schedules
in response to changing service demands.
OTE Group also wants to upgrade to
SAP BusinessObjects™ solutions so
that it can leverage dashboards and
analytics to better identify trends and
execute on business strategy. “The
sky is the limit,” says Somani. “We
look forward to the next chapter in
our relationship with SAP.”
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